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What a difference a year makes. Last year, we had
some combines in the field by the end of May with a harvest that was 30 days early. This year, in spite of the crazy
weather cycle including nine weeks of rain AND snow, we
anticipate wheat harvest the second or third week of
June.
There was some concern over the wheat crop when we received a
record-setting late snow on May 3, but, as of yet, there is no apparent
freeze damage.
Across the area, we are seeing a powdery mildew that is evident on
the wheat. Fungicide is being applied to area fields. Because of the
wet weather, this is being done by plane. How effective this will be
depends on the rain we get. A follow up application of Prosaro is recommended at flowering. We are also seeing some leaf discoloration
due to the powdery mildew and also leaf burn from the snow.
The east side of Barton County received more snow. As a result of the
weight of the snow we are seeing more lodging (breaking over or
green snap.) This appears to be affecting approximately 2% of the
wheat stand.
The wheat is just at head emergence and the heads look healthy. In
spite of standing in water for nine weeks and a May snow, the crop
looks good. The wheat still appears to be above average, and we
are looking forward to a good harvest.
Doug Fast
(417) 214-3236
dfast@mfa-inc.com
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Eric Preston, SW MO/SE KS Regional Precision Sales Manager

This newsletter I would like to talk about reasons for signing up this summer for the Nutri-Track program. First I would like to layout the basics about the 1 st stage of the NutriTrack program.
Stage 1: Intensive Soil Sampling
GPS collected field boundaries and soil test points on 2.5 acres grids.
Soil tests are sent to Midwest Labs for OM, CEC, pH, P1, P2, K,S, and Zn test results.
Nutrient surfaces display the variability and availability of each nutrient with red (deficient) to
green (optimum) to blue (high/excessive) colors.
Soil type maps are included with crop specific NRCS yield goals.
Cropping Nutrient Management Plan is created for each field based on soil tests levels, soil
types and productivity, and cropping practices.
Plant food recommendations (fertilizer) are for Variable Rate application based on soil test
plus a whole field flat yield goal.
Intensive soil sampling has many benefits including increased efficiency by not overloading areas
with optimum fertility levels with extra fertilizer. The fertility levels of the less productive areas in a
field will be increased quicker and more efficiently. The quickest return on cost of Grid Sampling is
the Variable Rate application of Lime for correcting low soil pH’s.
Proper pH balance ensures proper root growth and nutrient availability. A pH of 5.8 can reduce nutrient uptake by up to 40%. Variability in pH throughout fields in SE Kansas and SW Missouri is very
common. It is not uncommon to see fields with a pH to swing from 5.2 to 7.0 in a field. The biggest
challenge of lime application is the amount of time it takes to haul the product and spread the larger
amount of product.
The best time for grid sampling to fit into the cropping system is to get the sampling done early in the
fall. In a Corn-Wheat-Double Crop Soybean rotation, behind the corn crop will be are best chance to
take soil samples. This gives us a minimum of a month and a half window to take soil samples and
then have enough time to Variable Rate apply Lime, P (Dap), K (Potash) and other Micronutrients
ahead of getting the wheat planted. On other crop rotations, we can sit down with the farmer and
find out the best timing scenario for getting the grid samples taken.
Once the samples are taken, the process of spreading the fertilizer is not much different than conventionally spreading fertilizing. It is just a more efficient way of putting your dollars in the field.
For more information about the program and how it can fit into your cropping system, you can contact your local MFA Agri Service at Lamar, Lockwood, Mt. Vernon, Iantha, or Carytown.
Eric Preston
(620) 674-1775
epreston@mfa-inc.com
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David Moore, Range and Pasture Specialist
I think we can all agree that we have too many weeds in much of our hay and pasture
ground. The final blow in this “perfect storm” of weeds was the drought of 2012. Many
of us also experienced severe drought in 2011. But, truly, the beginnings of this flourishing weed population began five or six years ago when fertilizer began trading at high
values.
I’ll address the spraying a little later in this article, but first we need to think about the fertility issues that have driven us to this point.
Most of us in the business of converting grass and other forages
to meat and milk felt the need to do one of the following three
options when prices went up: less fertilizer, no fertilizer, or use
of straight nitrogen. Using any of these three options places us
on a slope to declining yields and unhealthy stands of forage.
Plants require nitrogen, phosphorus (P) and potassium (K) in
sufficient amounts to develop healthy plants. Nitrogen is basically the fuel for the engine (forage).
Phosphorus and potash are like the oil that keeps the engine running smoothly for the long haul.
Underfeeding with P and K results in excess removal of these nutrients and places you on the
above mentioned slope. It is like having an oil leak in the engine.
Continuing to apply nitrogen (fuel) without adequate P and K (oil) will eventually result in a sick or
dead crop (engine). The decline in soil fertility levels is not very noticeable at first, but eventually
we begin to notice the thin stand and low yields. Thin stands lead to increased weed pressure (and
weeds consume high amounts of nutrients and water). The slope steepens at this point, with the
grass losing ground to weeds quickly. Add a drought to the mix and voila – here we are.
Killing the weeds without increasing fertility will increase grass yield (but new weeds will soon return to the thin stand). Fertilizing with plenty of P and K will increase both grass and weed yield.
We really begin to see huge improvements when we aggressively work on soil fertility and weed
control together.
An integral part of fertility is maintaining a proper pH. We do this for two reasons. Plants have a
“sweet spot” where they will thrive. Our goal should be to keep the pH within that range. An even
bigger incentive is that as pH falls, and soil becomes more acidic, availability of phosphorus and
potash falls. Fescue will grow (but not thrive) at a pH of 5.0, but only about 1/3 of your phosphorus
is available and about ½ of the potash. Applying lime to achieve a pH of
6.5 should be a major goal.
Continued On Page 4...
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Conversely, routine application of lime without regard to soil test pH
results can result in a pH that is too high to support plant life (like the
salt flats in Utah). This is especially true when we apply lime close to a gravel road. Only a soil test
can lead you in the correct direction.
To “check the oil” on your place, we need a good soil test. Begin with hay fields, as they are most
apt to be deficient. We need 1 sample per field. Each sample is a composite of 15-20 separate
cores about 6” deep. These are mixed together to create an “average” or composite soil sample.
Avoid obtaining cores within 150 feet of a gravel road or areas that livestock congregate routinely.
Including cores from these areas will skew the results.
An even more efficient way to soil test is “grid sampling”. Fields are marked out in 2.5 acre “grids”
via computer mapping. A separate sample (with multiple cores) is obtained from each grid area.
The result is a map that allows us to apply lime and fertilizer at variable rates to maximize production on the better parts of a field without overfeeding the poorer areas. For more information on
grid sampling see Eric Preston’s Grid Sampling article, or contact your local store, and they can provide you with more details.
Effectively spraying for weeds involves the five R’s: spraying the Right product on the Right weed
at the Right time, using the Right amount with the Right surfactant. Whether we put booms out,
use boomless nozzles or spot spray is a choice we make as we plan our spraying program. First we
evaluate whether there is sufficient weed pressure to spray the entire field or not. If you determine to spray the entire field, we must decide between booms or boomless nozzles.
Utilizing booms is more accurate in coverage, but is frequently not an option due to terrain or obstacles. Boomless nozzles cover 30+ feet per swathe and do so with very acceptable accuracy. The
limitation they have has to do with wind. A boomless nozzle sprays a sheet of water out to one
side of the sprayer. A pair of them provides coverage on both sides. If wind is gusty, we will see
occasional skips where gusts have affected the “sheet” of water. We can minimize this effect by
working the field 90 degrees to the wind. If the wind is out of the south, run east and west. If the
wind is out of the west, run north and south.
Spot spraying can be a good option to clean up sporadic weeds and small patches of weeds or
brush. The spot spraying chart on the next page is designed to assist you in properly mixing herbicide and surfactant with varying amounts of water to meet your needs. The same 5 R’s still apply,
so visit your local Western MO MFA location to obtain advice on product selection, timing, weed
identification, etc.
As always, I’m available for assistance to you and to our stores. Please feel free to contact me via
email or telephone.
David Moore
(417) 942-9541
dmoore@mfa-inc.com
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PLEASE VERIFY THAT THE TARGET WEED IS ON THE HERBICIDE LABEL
†Water Volume
Herbicide

1

5

15

25

40

60

100 Approx. Conc.

GRAZON NEXT HL+

2 oz.

GRAZON P+D
CHAPARRAL

2.5 oz. 12 oz. 36 oz. 2 qt. 3 qt.
0.1 oz. 0.5 oz.
(1 tsp.) (5 tsp.) 1.5 oz. 2.5 oz. 4 oz.

PASTUREGARD HL (herbacious)

0.75 oz. 3 oz.

PASTUREGARD HL (woody)

2 oz.

10 oz. 30 oz. 1.5 qt. 2.5 qt. 3.5 qt. 1.5 gal. 1.5%

SURMOUNT

2.5 oz.

12 oz. 36 oz. 2 qt.

3 qt.

5 qt.

2 gal.

2.0%

HI DEP

2.5 oz.

12 oz. 36 oz. 2 qt.

3 qt.

5 qt.

2 gal.

2.0%

BRUSHMASTER

4 oz.

18 oz. 3.5 pt. 3 qt.

5 qt.

7 qt.

3 gal.

3.0%

WEEDMASTER

1 oz.

6 oz.

1.5 qt. 2.5 qt. 1 gal.

1.0%

SUPERBRUSH KILLER

2.5 oz.

12 oz. 36 oz. 2 qt.

3 qt.

5 qt.

2 gal.

2.0%

CROSSBOW

4 oz.

18 oz. 3.5 pt. 3 qt.

5 qt.

7 qt.

3 gal.

3.0%

2 oz.

10 oz. 30 oz. 1.5 qt. 2.5 qt. 3.5 qt. 1.5 gal. 1.50%

2 oz.

10 oz. 30 oz. 1.5 qt. 2.5 qt. 3.5 qt. 1.5 gal. 1.5%

TORDON 22K

(RESTRICTED)

(RESTRICTED)

(RESTRICTED)

REMEDY ULTRA (woody)

10 oz. 30 oz. 1.5 qt. 2.5 qt. 3.5 qt. 1.5 gal. 1.5%
5 qt.

2.0 gal. 2.0%

6 oz.

10 oz.

10 oz. 16 oz. 26 oz 38 oz. 2 qts

18 oz. 1 qt.

3oz/30 gal
0.50%

TANK MIXES
CHAPARRAL +

0.5 tsp. 3 tsp.

1 oz.

1.5 oz. 3 oz.

4 oz.

6.5 oz. 2 oz/30 gal

PASTUREGARD HL

1 oz.

6 oz.

20 oz. 1 qt.

1.5 qt. 2.5 qt. 1 gal.

1.00%

GRAZON NEXT HL+

1 oz

5 oz.

15 oz. 25 oz

40 oz. 60 oz. 3 qt.

0.75%

REMEDY ULTRA

0.75 oz. 3 oz.

10 oz. 16 pt. 26 oz 38 oz. 2 qts

0.50%

WITH ALL OF THE ABOVE VOLUMES WE NEED TO ADD SURFACTANT AT THE RATE OF 1 qt./100 GALLONS WATER
DO NOT USE TORRID FOR SPOT SPRAYING

ASTUTE OR
ASTUTE LIGHT
0.5 oz. 1.5 oz. 5 oz. 8 oz. 13 oz. 20 oz. 1 qt.
* 1 tsp. of Chaparral ≈ 0.1 oz. of dry product
†Assumes a hand sprayer application volume of 30 gallons per acre

0.25%
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Tony Koger, MFA Incorporated Livestock Consultant, product sales and services.
The time is here for weaning of fall born calves. We have known for quite some time
that properly pre-conditioned calves create added value for both buyers and sellers.
MFA has a program available that can help you achieve this goal. The MFA Health Track
Program has been in existence for going on 13 years. Over 250,000 head have been enrolled since its conception. Calves that have gone through the HT Program have a significant track record of performance to the downstream segments of the beef industry.
The health and performance of HT calves in feed yards is unparalleled by any other
source of feeder cattle today. The reason participation in HT increases net return is the cost effective
weight gain and reduced shrink on sale day. How do we get cost effective gains when feed is so high?
Conversion-Conversion-Conversion - Did I mention Conversion? I have seen University recommendations of feeding commodities with expected conversions in a range from 8 to 12 pounds of feed to
get a pound of gain. Do the math and you will see that even though commodities are priced less than
complete feeds, the cost of gain is considerably higher. Not all completes are created equal though.
Part of the requirement to participate in HT is to wean on Cattle Charge. In MFA’s trade territory,
each salesman has a set of scales or access to a set. In the last 20 years, there has been literally 100’s
of trials run with feeding Cattle Charge. We always see the conversions in the 4:1 range. That’s how
we get cost effective gains. Weaning on Cattle Charge will get your calves off to a fast start and keep
them healthy with outstanding gains. If you have never fed Cattle Charge, we challenge you to weigh
the difference. Next time you’re in the store visit with the folks about Cattle Charge and the other
top of the line feeds MFA has to offer.
Protocol to participate in Health Track:
1. We need documentation verifying the age of at least the first and last born. Individual birth
dates are great.
2. Weaned for a minimum of 45 days.
3. Fed Cattle Charge for the first two weeks. The remainder of the 45 days on an approved MFA
feeding program. Several drug options available in the Cattle Charge.
4. Two full rounds of vaccinations. Consult your MFA Representative to customize a program
that best fits your needs.
5. Treated for internal and external parasites.
6. Castrated and Dehorned.
We have marketing options available to help get the most return for your calf crop.
Don’t forget to put Cattle Charge in the creep feeder for your spring born calves. Conversions are
even better at this stage.
Tony Koger
(417) 876-7441
tkoger@mfa-inc.com
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The MFA Foundation is a non-profit, philanthropic corporation established in 1958 with an initial gift of
$28,000 from the estate of Robert O. Wurmb. The primary purpose of The Foundation is to provide
greater educational opportunity for the youth in our trade territory.
The Foundation’s major activity is its Scholarship Program, which has provided financial assistance to
nearly 10,000 college and university students from rural communities since its initiation in 1965. The
MFA Foundation Scholarships are offered to high school seniors in communities where MFA agencies
(such as MFA AGChoice, MFA Oil Company Bulk Plants & Propane Plants, and other MFA agencies) are
located and are willing to contribute $350 to the MFA Foundation as joint sponsors of the scholarship.
The amount of the scholarship is $2,000 and is applied toward the student’s freshman year of college. It
is not renewable.
The scholarship winner is selected by a local committee of 3 to 5 persons and should include a farmer, a
businessman and a high school official. In making its selection, the committee considers the applicant’s:
Interest in furthering his/her education in studies that relate to agriculture or other fields of study
that benefit rural life;
Participation and leadership in school, church and community activities;
Reputation for good citizenship and good moral character;
Financial need, sources of income and willingness to work; and satisfactory academic progress.
Other scholarships of various amounts are also awarded along with the MFA Foundation Scholarship.
The grand total comes to 335 scholarships that are awarded to deserving high school seniors and sponsored by MFA, MFA Oil, and their affiliates.
Victoria Carter, daughter of
Cherlyn Adams, graduated
from Lamar High School. She
received the August J. Niehaus Scholarship. Victoria
plans to attend William
Woods University in Fulton,
MO, and major in Animal Science.

Dylan James Gilmartin, son
of Karen and James Gilmartin, graduated from Liberal
High School. He received
the MFA Foundation Scholarship. Dylan plans to attend the Missouri Welding
Institute in Nevada, MO.

Jade Morgan, son of Angie and Jason
Morgan, graduated from Lamar High
School. He received the MFA Foundation Scholarship. Jade plans to attend
Crowder College in Neosho, MO, and
major in Agricultural Business.
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Jody Boles, Area Feed Sales Manager
How do we survive with the high input prices on the products we buy for use on the
farm? The way to beat high prices is to buy feeds with great feed efficiencies; for example, MFA’s Full Throttle, Cattle Charge and Trendsetter.
Full Throttle is a pelleted feed that is a 14% crude protein feed that calves love to eat. Full Throttle has a
feed conversion of 3.5:1 Every semi load of Full Throttle
has 25 head of 550 to 575 pound cattle in it. Full Throttle at $340.00 x 25 tons = $8,500. 25 head x 550
pounds = 13,750 pounds. 13,750 pounds x $1.50 = $20,625. $20,625 - $8,500 =
$12,125.00 over feed cost! Heavier calves when you sell mean more bring home
money. Full Throttle has several drug options for you. You can
have it with CS700, Rumensin or Bovatec.
Cattle Charge is a pelleted feed that is 12% crude protein that
just works anyway you use it; thin cows, creep feed calves, weaning and receiving calves. Here is a real life story: a producer in
Southern Missouri has seen the opportunity to buy thin young
cows with calves on the ground from Texas. These are BCS (Body
Condition Score) 3 at best. In the last 30 days, he has been able to put 175 to 200
pounds on per cow using Cattle Charge. Now these cows are ready to breed. Cattle
Charge works on calves, too. A producer who has done the MFA Health Track program since 2000 has put a Spring and Fall group of calves on
the program every year. Every year each group gets
weighed two weeks apart and just like clockwork each group
will gain 2.5 pounds per day on 10 pounds of Cattle Charge
CS700. In these two weeks, calves have been weaned, bulls
cut and vaccinated twice. Now that is walking the dog and
kicking the cat anyway you put it! Cattle Charge has several drug options as well:
CS700, Rumensin, Deccox and Bovatec.
Trendsetter is a pelleted feed that is 16% crude protein. Out
of all of the feeds MFA makes, this one is my favorite. If you
like to hand feed calves and watch them develop muscle
and frame, this one is for you. Trendsetter is unbeatable
when feeding at the rate of 1 to 1 ½% of the calf’s body
weight. You can grow out dairy or beef heifers like you
Continued On Page 9...
have never seen before.
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Bulls do great as well. MFA has a registered Angus
breeder who weans bulls with Cattle Charge after 2
weeks, goes to MFA Ring Leader until Yearling weight then to MFA Trendsetter to
make the bulls rock hard. These are very good genetic bulls, too. For the last three
years, this herd has had the top selling bull at the registered Angus bull sale at West
Plains, MO.
The comment every year on these bulls is “Wow, look at the muscling on them.” In
Salem, MO, every summer I have a producer who will hand feed MFA Trendsetter to
his calves at the rate of 1% bodyweight per head per day. These calves every year
gain 2+ pounds every day during the summer that adds a lot of weight to his calves
plus reduces strain on his cows. This option could work for any producer.
Once again I would like to thank each one of you for your business, and please call
me with any questions (573)-631-6969 or Chuck Hubbert (417)-880-4358.
Jody Boles
(573) 631-6969
jjboles@mfa-inc.com

Kirk Kleeman, Lockwood Manager
Things are busy at the Lockwood facility. As of May 14, the wind and warm
temperatures are helping to dry this rain-soaked ground. With at least 300
acres of corn ground needing spread yesterday and many more to follow,
this wind and warmth has been a good thing especially since there is still a
corn crop to put in the ground. There is plenty of tendering to do and
many pastures yet to be spread.
Casey is busy making tickets and doing the loading while I, Kirk, am keeping the
spreader ‘on the go.’ Please give us a call or stop by and let us know how we can
help you.
Kirk Kleeman
(417) 232-4516
kkleeman@mfa-inc.com

The Lamar newsletter is coordinated by Felicia Costley and MacKenzie Oswald. It is
printed through Morrison Printing in Lamar, MO. If you have any agronomy, feed, seed,
animal health, or grain topics you would like us to address, please call Felicia at (417)
682-5593 or send an e-mail to fcostley@mfa-inc.com or moswald@mfa-inc.com.
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Sharon Collier, Lamar Office Manager
When they talk about “the pit” it always makes
me think of “The Pit of Despair” from a long ago
movie. I’m sure there are days when our elevator crew feels like it is. With places like the drag,
the Texas belt, the garner, the head house, the
manlift; it all sounds strange to me, but to these
guys, this is their work world. If you don’t like
heat or heights or shoveling grain, this is probably not the place you want to be.
Pictured L-R: Isaac Costley, Hayden Laepple, Josh Munton, Zachary Costley

These guys are working hard to get the elevator
in tip-top shape for the 2013 harvest season. We are closer to empty than we have been in many years, and are busy with
spring cleaning: sweeping and dusting and,
yes, a little shoveling.
The elevator bins are currently receiving a new
roof coating and arrangements are being
made to have a company come in who have
the equipment to thoroughly clean bins. All of
this has been going on while they have also
been busy loading trucks and shipping out
grain throughout the winter months.
Zachary Costley and Hayden Laepple, along
with temp workers Josh Munton and Isaac Costley
make a good crew of young, energetic elevator operators. If you haven’t met this crew, stop by and tell
them hello, unless of course, they are working in “the
pit.”
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Mark Cherry, Counter Sales
As 4-H club members and FFA students, we are sure that you have already purchased your “prize winning” pig. As you well know, the
Lamar Fair will soon be here and you want your pig to win!
Western MO MFA Agri Services is carrying ShoMax, the Ralco Show
Feed. ShoMax offers advanced show pig nutrition. Ralco says that their exclusive technologies will keep your show pig healthy and on feed
even in the toughest conditions.
Be sure to stop by and ask us questions. We will be glad
to help you get started on feeding your pig the nutrition
it needs to be a winner.
Mark Cherry
(417) 682-5300
mcherry@mfa-inc.com
Halle Miller and her show pig
from the 2012 Lamar Fair
Prep

Launch

Drive

Krave

Kool

Sale Prep

Grower

Grower

Finisher

Finisher

30-75 lbs

75-150 lbs

150+ lbs

200+ lbs

190-280 lbs

19

18

17

16

14

6.00

6.00

6.35

6.48

6.12

% Fat

1.35

1.22

1.10

1.05

.92

% Lysine

.75

.66

.58

.61

.59

% Calcium

.66

.60

.53

.55

.53

% Phosphorus

Muscle Shape
Full Bloom

Maximize Genetic
Economical
Potential

Free Movement

Joint Integrity

Promote Fill &
Body

Natural Fullness

Good quality

Natural Dimension
Show Ring Shape
Show Bloom &
Freshness

Softens
Natural Fill
Show bloom

% Crude Protein

Check Us Out on the Web at www.lamarmfa.com!!!

Western MO Agri Services
Locations
Carytown: (417) 394-2435
Iantha Bulk Plant: (417) 682-2037
Irwin Bulk Plant: (417) 884-2474
Lamar MFA Grain Office: (417) 682-5593
Lamar MFA Feed Store: (417) 682-5300
Lockwood: (417) 232-4516
Mt. Vernon: (417) 466-3752

